Bronzing Clinic Survey
Name
Beauty Consultant
1. Did you have fun today?
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2. Do you like the way your skin feels?

NO
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3. Do you like your ‘bronzed color look’?
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4. What was your favorite product you tried today?
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5. Which set/s would you love to take home with you?
TimeWise $52
Miracle Set $99 (value $111.50)
The Ultimate Insider’s Tan $42 (value $51.50)
Summer’s Golden Glow $55 (value $67.50)
The Finishing Touches $49.50 (value $58)
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5. Please select the form of payment that would be best for you?
CASH____
CHECK____
CREDIT CARD____
HE’LL NEVER KNOW Payment Plan____
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6. At a future appointment with me, what would you most love to
learn about?
____Skin Care ____Eye & Lip Supplements
____Color Application Techniques ____Alpha Hydroxy Products
Spa & Body Care Products
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Thank you for sharing your time with me. I hope you
had fun and feel pampered! I look forward to working
with you as your personal Mary Kay Consultant!
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